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Over the past three years, the UC Council of University Librarians (CoUL) has had a series of 

discussions with the Systemwide Operations and Planning Advisory Group (SOPAG) about the 

need to modify the existing UC Libraries’ (UCL) advisory structure and to enhance our 

infrastructure for collaborative activities.  The goal of any modifications would be to further the 

priorities established by the CoUL in its annual UC Libraries Systemwide Plan & Priorities 

document.
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  Our increased focus on shared services and systemwide activities is articulated in 

the SLASIAC Library Planning Task Force Report (2010); the report mandates that the UC 

libraries move quickly to respond to acute financial pressures and to take advantage of new 

opportunities for cooperation.
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CoUL’s interest in modifying the advisory structure arose after the Next Generation Melvyl and 

Next Generation Technical Services initiatives were launched.  With each of these undertakings, 

CoUL found it necessary to create an alternative project structure that brought together necessary 

cross-functional expertise, instead of relying on the functionally siloed structure that has existed 

for years.   Because of the shortcomings of the current structure, a first round of modifications 

was proposed and circulated in July 2010.  Based on the feedback gathered from the ACGs and 

SOPAG about the proposed modifications, CoUL charged SOPAG in March 2011 with proposing 

alternative modifications.  SOPAG subsequently asked to defer action on that charge since NGTS 

Phase 2 was beginning in earnest.   

  

During the past year, SOPAG revisited the charge from CoUL and spent significant time on this 

topic.   They presented a proposal to CoUL that was approved in our December 7, 2012 meeting.  

CoUL agrees with SOPAG that the proposed structure, which features cross-functional groups of 

mixed expertise in three broad areas, will help the UC Libraries identify, explore and implement 

in a more holistic and responsive way new services and activities associated with the goals 

detailed annually in UC Libraries Systemwide Plan & Priorities.  As a next step, SOPAG will 

charge an Advisory Structure Implementation Project Team to work on the transition, an effort 

that is expected to be well underway by the close of the 2012-2013 academic year. SOPAG will 

provide the UC library community with frequent updates on the progress of the project, and has 

established a central public wiki space for sharing information about the transition. 
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1  UC Libraries Systemwide Plan & Priorities 
http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/about/vision_mission_goals.html  
2 SLASIAC Library Planning Task Force Report (2010) 
http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/planning/taskforce/final_LPTF_report_draft_v3_12-01-11.pdf 
3 UC Libraries Advisory Structure  
https://wiki.library.ucsf.edu/display/AdvisoryStructureRedesign/UC+Libraries+Advisory+Structure  
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